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‘rhefolicwing description of the Benz 12-cylinder ehgine
is a final example of the extensive development of aizcraf%
engine construction in the German Empire. During the last
fe:fyears, the firm of BENZ has evolved this type of engine
which was first de6igned and constructed towards the er-dof
1914, but which “mm then tetipcrarilysez aside for the time
being in favor of the simpler six-in-line construction because
of the urgent need fox standardizing aircraft engirias.

me latest 3)(3H.F. aircraft engine, with its 12 cylinders
placed at an angle of 50° (Figs. 1 to 6) noz only realizes a
long-cherished conception which had bseriamply testsd from a
constructional point of view, but has also received such re-
finement in detail due to the extensive ivorkingexperiences of
the last few years that it may be desczibed as a perfect ex-
ample of modern German aircraft engine construction.. Such
being the case, a cietaileddescription of The development of
the constructional Feints of the engine may be justifiable,
as given below.

The engine has 13 cylinders of 135 firri.Mre and 150 mm.
stroke. Each pair of cylinders serves one of the crank-pins
of the six-throw shaft and the engine normally prodiicss333
H.P. on the ground, at 18G0 r.p.m. with the Carburetor at full
throttle - which is only possible tempo~arily; and under the
same conditions a: 2003 r.p.m., the engine develops 400 E.P.

The engine is a so-called l’altitude’~eng:ne, i%s decrease
of power ivitndiminishing air density being compensated by
over-dimensionin”gthe cylinders and over-compressing up to a
certain altitude. A normal pr6peller is driven by means of
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a rotary reduction gear mounted on the crank-case, the gear
ratio being 29:19. 1%s weight without water, oil charge, pro-
peller boss, ignition magneto and the engine exhaust mani-
folds is about 432 Q., mhich would be abaut 1.43 kg/HP as
relative to normal power on the ground,m

The construction of the cylinders (see Figs. 7 & 8),
;inichare interchangeable and are set comparatively deep in
the crankcase in order to diminish the width of the engine, is
especially characterized by the use of inner cylinders made of
~or~: ::~el and screwed into a cast-iron cylinder head (Figs.

To prevent the possible penetration of cooling
&ter into”the combustion-chamber a-tt-hescrewed connection
of these two parts, the top rim of the steel cylinder liner is
jammed into a groove in the cylinder-head when screwed down,
the cylinder head being bent slightly outtirds so that the top
rim of the steel tube is tuzned up sufficiently for it to
Press firmly against the side of the grocve. In screwing it
on, the cement filling of the groove is squeezed out through
minute holes bored for the pu~pose. The bushings of the spark
plugs are screwed intc the up~er part of the steel sleeve, and
then autogeneously Wlded to ensure perfect tautness at those
points. When the cylinder has been tested,at 30 times the
working internal pressure, it is fitted with a water-cooling
jacket made of sheet steel from 1 to 2 mm. in thickness. This
cooling jacket is autogen~ou~ly welded to the steel sleeve as
well as to the cast-iron oylinder head. Experience shows that
there is no difficulty in welding sheet steel to cast iron.

BENZ & CO. have be=n comparatively S1OW in adopting the
use of steel cylinders in aircraft engines and thereby ensuring
a considerable saving in the weight of the engine. This may
be traced to their desire to avoid the decreased reliability
entailed in working with steel cylinders when cast irOn pis-
tons were used. gven when such pistons were plentifully oiled
and ca,refuly measured for c~pression conditions, they showed
a tendency to cause excessive friction; and this was really
satisfactorily overcome only when eaoh piston was separately
ground into its om special cylinder, This is ~ process
whioh Would seriously hamper production and would render it al-

lLIOst tipossibie for a piston to be changed in the course of
flying. When aluminum alloy pistons were introduced, BENZ &
co. immediately adopted the use of steel cylinders.

The oylinders eme fixed on the specially adapted.roof-
like milled top side of the crankcase, each with 4 screws
placed as close as possible to The axis of the cylinder. The
cylinder flanges, which are comparatively large in size, are
milled as far as possible with a view to economizing in weight.
The cylinder heads are so closely jammed against the ends of
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the water-jacket sZeeves that they can be made sufficiently
tight bv,means of sim Ie rubber rings covered with sheet-steel

Twashers {SKF Schellen . This tightness has been maintained
even when the rub-bermashers were of ratb-erpoor quality.

The cylinaers are served by a large intake valve and two
smaZl exhaust valves (Figs. 11 & 12), by which means there is
no danger of zhe deformation.of the exhaust valve at high tem-
peratures. AZ~ the valves are operated by a camshaft located
betwesn the two rows of cylinders by means of push rods and
single and double rocker arms {Figs. 11 to IS)S ‘Thes5rocker
arms are all mounted on ball bearings. The camshaft, ‘Mth its
5 bronze bearings, can he drawn out with the beari~g when the
guides of the p~sh rods are removed and the screws of the oam-
shaft beari~ loosened.

Double springs of very low constzucti.onalheight bei&
used foz the intake valves antipartly sunk in the cylinder
heads, the valve rocker of the intake valve can be brought ob-
liquely under the double rocker of the exhaust valves ’and the
push rods are thereby kept at the requisite distance from cme
another and from the cylinder heads. The entire construction
of this mode of valve-operation, as compared with the usual
method using special casing with enclosed camshaft on top, is
Marked by the relatively easy accessibility of the valves,
springs and rockers, and the facility with :ihichthe valve
rocker bearings can be lubricated. The ball-bea:ing of the
valve rockers, fi~~ed ~~ithlubricant only when the engine is
built or thorou@ly overhauled, actually needs no further oil-
ing. This type, which was first “introducedin the rw=~al
Prize Engine, in 1912, has so well proved its worth that the
use of ball bearings has been.adopted for the valve rockers of
other engines with the camshaft located below.

In operating, attention must be given to the necessity
for leaving a play of about 0.4 mm. betweerithe valve stem and
the valve rocker tappet pin when the engine is warm, so that
the valves may be t?ioroughlyclosed by the time the engine is
cool. Special importance must also be attached to there being
a similar amount of play for all the collectively-driven ex-
haust valves.

Each of the valve-stems is connected Lfiththe valve spring
by a two part cone. This cone is located in one of the grooves
of the valve ste~, and ts held fast by the pressure of the spring.

As the valve stem heads are tenr~ered,the edges of the groove
must not be hard enough to cause scratching. To prevent the
valve from falling fxeely into the cylinder in case of breakage
of the valve spring, and thereby doing great damage, the cone is
held in the spring collar by an expanding ring. A former method .
of locating the valves in an extensim of the cylinder-head, in .
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such a manner that they could not fall thro~h, has been al-
most entirely abandoned on account of the difficulties in-
volved ir.the interior structure of the vaSve, and f“~=thermore~
as it ensures so little security from damage; the valve–collars
aione being often wrenched off, in which case, there is no
way to prevent falling.

The push rods are lengths of seamless steel piping with
raunded wooden pegs fastened with pins at both ends. The force
of the valve springs alone holds them between the valve tap-
pets and the rocker, and they can therefore easily be taken
OUT if necessary.

The construction of the pistons (Figs. 16 to 18), ~ich
are made of the usual aluminum-copper-zinc alloy cast in an
outer chill-mold with an inner sand-core, is characterized by
tubular steel bushing, cast in the pi.stcnpin”bosses~ BY me~s
of these bearings, it is also possible to give considerable
length to the connecting rod bearing on the piston pin. The
piston pins are open at th~ ends and are scoured laterally by
conical pegs which enter the eyes from below. The drag weight
of the piston, as influenced by friction, can be compensated
within a few grammes by an oil drip ring on the lower interior
rim of the piston. By this method, a piston of any series
may be built into the oylinder of an engine withcut disturbing
bhe compensation of the whcle. The pistons are fitted into the
cylinders by four small high-rimmed cast–iron washers. For
aluminum pistons, much depends upon this jointing, as t~eY re-
quire a comparatively large amoutitof pIay men fitt=d ln~o
the cylinder, on account of the great expansion of the joint-
ing due to heat.

The use of aluminum pistons is one of the progressive
steps of later years both from a thermo-technical as ‘wellas
a purely practical point of view, end they are now regarded as
a useful factor in the techhics of power-propelie:dvehi.cles
of ths future. Their use is attended by many practical ad-
vantages, especially with regard to economy in the near of the
cylinders, which do not, even aftek’many years’ war, need to
“bereground as at present. Should the pistons becor,e‘worn,
for instance, from insufficient oiling, not the cylinders but
the pistons only would be affected, and the latter are far
wloreeasily renewed, One of the strongest arguments against the
general use of engines with welded cylinders is thus done away
with. From a thermo-technical viewpoint, The gocd heat-conduct-
ing properties of aluminum are an advantage on account of the
comparatively low temperatures that always prevail on the upper
side of the piston wall, and which can be detected by the absence
of fused oil residue. This prevents the seizing of the piston
rings by fusion, which frequently causes derangement when cast-
iron pistons are used. It has been repeatedly proved that the po~-
er of an engine can be raised 10 H.P. with a certain number of
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other similar conditions, by the instal-
piston, Mean effective piston pressures
can also be obtained on high speed en-

gines without any hardness or jolting in runningj and all these
advantages are due to the good heat-conducting quality of the
piston, The comparative caolness of the top side of the piston
prevents the intake mixture from heating too rapidly, and
thereby improves the cylinder uharge, while the degree of corn-
pression ratio that can be attained without risk of spontan-
eous combustion is greater, and the highest possible mean pis-
ton pressure is attained later with aluminum piston= as com-
Wred “nth cast-iron. Taken as a whole, the saving in weight
by the use of aluminum pistons applied to automobile engines
rather than aircraft engines is no more than cast-iron as the
short pistons of the latter xequire the addition of ribs for
stiffening.

The structural formatim of the master connecting-rod
(Figs. 19 to 24), is remarkable for the successful location of
the Joint of the oranlspinend, which is as far as possible
from the immediate influence of the forces acting from the pis-
ton, and also beoause the screws securing the crankpin end are
so precisely threaded as to lessen the risk of their shearing.
This does not obviate the need of using studs for the connec-
tion on one side, although blank bolts that could be pushed
through would be preferable. The bolt or pin connecting the
secondary-rod to the master-rod, is securely held in a clamp-
bearing. Bronze bearings are used between the secondary oon-
netting-~od and the bolt and the usual bronze cap white metal
bearing on the crankpin for the master-rod. The stems Of the
connecting-rods are round,.and are bored from the piston end
in order to ensure a tubular oross-section specially capable
Of resistance to bending and inside which the oil channel leading
to the piston-pin can easily be located.

The engine fittings are arranged on the principle that
the comparatively inaccessible end at the propeller should &
left as free as possible when the engine is mounted on an air-
plane, On the other hand, the constructional length of the
engine should be cwtailed as much as possible in order to avoid
any ~trlmenta~ inf~uen~e on the turning ability of the air-
plane. For the same reason, the carburetors, which are joined
in couples each supplying 3 oylinders, and the magneto driven
by the camshaft are located in the space bet-weenthe cylinder
rows, while the spark-plugs, with the pumps for fuel, oilj and ,
water are plaoed at the rear end of the engine within reach
Of the pilot’s seat.

In lubricating the engine, the process of co~tinually add-
ing small quantities of fresh oil to the ever-circulating oil
has been replaced by simple rotary lubrication; the piStOn
pumps formerly used are now replaced by gear-wheel pumps, which
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are far more easily driven and are of simpler construction.
The former prejudice against simple rotary lubrication, besed
on the more rapid weazing of the crankshaft bearings tinrough
~oal and metal dust ~mpu~i~ies in the oil, ~s been proved
;O ~e unjustified in experiments made with pcwer impelled ve-
hicles, while in the case of aircraft er.gines,in particular,
the frequent renewal of the entire oil supply must be taken
intc account. As applied to gear-wheel pumps, its reliabili-
ty v,asat first considered doubtful, as the gear-wheels must
be caulked at the sides in the case, and the cauiking cannot
be replaced later. Experience has shown, however, that the
gear-wheel pump supplies suffioisntly high oil pressure even
after long usage, and that it never loses its tightness to such
an extent as to allow the oil to flow back into the crankcase
out of the oil reservoir through the pump-case when the engine
remains stationary foz any length of time, and by so doing to
involve difficulties at starting. A safety device, s~ecially
constructed to remedy that defect, consisting of a piston kept
open by the oil pressure and weighed down by a spring, can
therefo~e be dispensed with.

The triple gear-wlneelpump located at the lowest part of
the crankcase consists of three separate pumps (Fig. 25), one
of which (1) drives the oil through a nozzle coliector into
the distribution piping, whioh is installed on the outside of
the crankcase and is therefore easily accessible for cleaning
purposes (Fig. l). This method of installing the distribution
Piping is now preferred to that of locating it in the crank-
case and connecting it with the bearings by transverse boring,
ex”perisncehaving proved that cast aluminum has a strong ten-
dency to become porous when the distribution pipe leads into
it, and that the boring in question “soonloses its tightness.

From the principal bearings, the oil flows under pressure,
through tubes bored in the crankshaft, to the crank-pin end,
then through the tubular interior of the connecting-rod to the
piston-pin, which is hollow and thus distributes the excess
of oil on the inner surface of the cylinder swept by the piston.
The regularity of the lubrication functions is checked by a
manometer at the distribution piping, the pressure of which
should never be lower than 0.5 atm.

Two more oil pumps {11 and 111) draw off the oil used in
the engine, to the front and rear ends of the crankcase, and
force it back into the oil-tank. This preveritsthe oil from
collecting at one end of the engine during the climb or in the
course of a nose dive, and also from oiling the cylinder ex-
cessively.

A method proposed by BENZ & Co, for the construction of .
the oil tank is shown in Figs. 26 and 27. Its corrugated outer
~11 forms a pat% of the fuselage covering and is therefore
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effectively cooled by the wind caused by flight. The oil first
enters at Dy means of a pa~tition wall and rea”chesthe
jacket Q %f the tak, where it is strongly cooled. If the
jacket is full, or coated with congealed oil through intense
cold, tm oil passes through the projecting rim Q into tbe
lntegipr of the tank, from which it can flow, in turn, through
the aperture Q into the piping leading to the oil-pump.
The tank must be provided with a ventilating orifice of about
5 cm. in width, so located that the oil cannot run out either
in climbing or in steep gliding flight.

A horizontal sheet-iron collective piping is attached to
each of the oil vapor exhaust pipes (Fig. 1) h order to carrY
off the oil vapor from the crankcase. From them, the vapor
1s carried downwards and into the open air by means of pipes
fitted with oil-receptacles, cut off obliquely at the open
ends m such a manner that the sucking effect of t-newind cre-
ated by flight can be utilized at will.

The fuel installation,(Fig. 28), which has been construct-
ed on lines conceived after many years of practical experi-
ence, consists of a prinoipal reservoir a with an auxiliary
reservoir Q built beside.it, a fuel-pum~ Q workea by the
engine, a hand-pump Q. with a fuel scavenger = and super-
compression valve f In the pressure pipe of the pump; from
valve ~, the fesd-~ipe equipped with a manometer g is~con-
ducted into the carburetor. The principal reservoir is filled
with fuel from the auxiliary t,ank,and is likewise under
pressure of the outside atr, so that in case of damage by gun-
fire or similar cause, it cannot disoharge its contents too
quickly. If the contents of the principal tank have run out,
however, a safe landing may be effected by means of the con-
tent,sof the auxiliary tank, as the fuel FUUPS can be fed by
either tank. The amount supplied by the fuel ~umps is con-
siderably greater than that required ‘tythe engine. The sur-
plus passes through supercompression valve ~ into a re-
ceiver’,from which it either flows back into zhe auxiliary
tank or inzo the principal tank, according to the manner of
its adjustr,ent. This disposal of the fuel leaves each fuel
pump free to act independently of the other, the functioning
of the whole being thus assured even when the engine pump
may be out of order. The fuel is therefore always supplied
to the carburetor under constant super-compr~ssion, in which
respect it has ,theadvantage over the ordinary device with
a~iliary tank, in which the fuel pressure at the carburetor

. varies considerably in accordance with the angle of the air-
plane and the inbuilding of the auxiliary tank:

The fuel @xz& (Fig. 29) consists of an ordinary piston-
pump with an aluminum case ~, bronze bearings Q and slight-
ly adjusted piston ~, to which the fuel flows over a comb-
ined sieve-scavengerand water separator Q, the bottom of
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an intake ventilator g borne
pump is slowly driven by the con–

trol-wheels of the =ngine, ~y-means of a transmission screw.
In its original form, as used on the 220 HP aircraft engine,
it was worked with glycerine as auxiliary fluid. Duration
tests soon prove, however, that there is perfect safety in
working even Wklen the piston inducts the fuel directly, though
the interior of the piston must, in such cases, be filled
from time to time with viscous oil.

Every ti~le it descends, the piston pump drives the sucked-
in quantity of fuel-mixture over the ventilator ~, which is
similarly loaded by its own weight, i’ntothe so-called super-
compression ventilator (see Fig. 30) which simultaneously com-
pensates the pulsations of the fuel-pump, somewhat as an air
tank. The cap-like body of the ventilator is inverted over the
free end of the eximust-pipej the caulked rim of the ventilat-
or being held down by a spring, the tension of which can be
so regulated by ma,r.s of the screw lid that the compression
of the fuel at the carburetor amounts to about 0.2 to 0.25.
Any surplus supplies ~y the fuel-pump over’ths amount required
to maintain that pressure and supply the consumption in the
oar~u.retorflows down obliquely into the tank (see Fig. 28)
surrounding the s~per-compressionvalve, which is conducted
to the open air. Any marked variation in the fuel pressure is
a sign tha~ the air contained in the air-tank has escaped.
When workin~ emp3Y. it is necessary only to open an air-tap in
the intake piping for a time to enable the air-tank to be re-
filled with air.

The carburetors (see Figs. 31 to 35) are welded together
in pairs and covexed with a water-jacket;they ~d~oin the
super-compressionvalve in the same direction as the fuel pip-
ing. In the float chamber ~, the fuel is taken at Q and
scavenged throu~h a fine sieve & and kept at a constant
height in the usual manner. At this height, it also becomes
stationary in the principal nozzle ~ (see Fig. 34) of the
carburetor, which is connected with the float tank by the cal-
ibrated boring ~ of the ~ottom screw. In its starting posi-
tion, the thr~ttle valve ~ (see Fig. 33) releases Orilyone
auxiliary bore, g, of the case; a finely bored auxiliary
nozzle Q directly supplied ffithfuel from the carburetor,
penetrates into the kmre ~ and the strong aspiration thus en-
genderedat the upper edge of the auxiliary nozzle (which may
easily he adjusted by changing the position of the air valve)
enables the tusl to be well inducted and pulverized even when
the en&ine is working slowly. As the pressure on the upper
edge of the principal nozzle Q augments, through the yiden-
ing of the throttle opening and increasing engine.speed, the
fuel becomes so much the more highly aspirated and pulverized
in proportion and auxiliary air enters through the aperture
~ “betweenthe pipes ~ and 1 (Fig. 34), penetrates ta the
~rincipal nozzle through fine bori~gs ~ and thereby promotes
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the pulverization of the fuel and
becoming too rich In fuel.

prevents the mixture from
.

The method of carburetor construction a-covedescribed is
based on the French Claudel Carburetor Kcdel and has many rec-
ommendations. It is easy of access, and the nozzle C- be
easily adjusted and taken out from above; its main aiz stre=
is perpendicular to the main nozzle, so that the ‘fuelstream
branches off at right angles and Pulverizes well. The fuel
supply .Vhichcollects az the bottom Of the principal nozzle
when the engine wrks slowly, also makes it possible for the
throttle to open tc its full extent eudden2y after a giiding
flight until it is quiz= near the ground, mlthcwt there being
any risk of the enginefs ‘jib-ing’tbefore the fuel ha8 time .
to flow in zhrough the bottom operiin~of the prinoipai nozzle.
Anothez advantage iies in the fact of there being no need
for the usual auxiliary air apertuzes, controlled by the throt-
tle valve and Iimiwd by cw”ves, as such apertures can never
be quite accurately adjusted, and each separate carburetor
must therefore be adapted to the engine for whidh it is in-
t=nded.

The do~le spark ~iugs attached to each cylj.nderfor rea-
sons of safety are independently charged by two dynamos .
(Robert BOSCH Co., L\&., S$uctgart? with 12 plates of 12 poles.
The dynamos are driven obliquely from the rear-end of the en-
gine by me-s of ordinary spring coupling “(seeFig. 3). They
are symmetrically ranged, and constructed for anti-clockwise
rotation and 2 very simple mathod is obtained for adjusting
the sparking point by means of the rods. .

The cooling ~ter pump is installed at the end of.the gear
wheel intended for the auxiliary command at the back of the
engine, that is, at a spot “wherethe anzire contents of tune
water-jacket and pipes can be discharged. -The ~~ft ~~ the
pump is set in ball bearings at The upper end supported by a
special blook, while the lower end, terminating in a bronze
bearing, supports a fixed wheel secured by a pin. .Thepump
has an opening in the middle pipe, and two outlet pipes; it
conveys the cooling water on each sida of the -engineinto a
main pipe, and this again conveys the princi~al stream direct-
ly through the adjacent oylinder heads, so that the valve
heads are most effectively cooled. A weaker auiliary stream
of cooling water penetrates %he cylinder jacket from “~elow .
through a distribution piping, and a flow of water is thus ob-
tained in the direction of the cylinder heads.

An impoztant part of the engine is the reduoing ge~r, its
function being that of keeping the number of revolutions of
the propeller within swh limits that the propeller efficiency
may be good notwithstanding the much-desired increase in the
number of revolutions o: the engine. Yhe type in question is
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~he outcome of years of experiment, unsuccessful until nom for
the very reason that tith gear wheels, strong wearing of the
wheels could not be prevented in the course of long working,
even with larger i~heel d%nensions. As regards reliability,
this type may be classed with the only really durable foreign
engine gear - that is, the Rolls Royce Co.’s gear --though it
has the advantage over the latter on account of its great sim-
plicity, The gear has been specially designed to attain the
greatest possible transffiissionratio for each revolution of the
gear wheels, at the same time without exceeding the regulation
limits for all-over dimensions and weight. The number of revo-
lutions of the propellez, estimated at about 900 r.p.m. for
geared aircraft engines, is therefore augmented to 1180 r.p.m.,
a speed which is also compatible With’satisfactorypropeller
efficiency. .-

The outer part of the gear is connected with the flange
of the crankshaft by inside gear work, and the centra~ wheel
is fixed. It is therefore provided with a lever, made to re-
volve on the gear-box and adjustable to some extent, and the
unavoidable oscillations of the crankshaft are thus compensated.
The four star-wheels, all set on one star, revolve betwsen
these two rings of wheels and thus drive the propeller, which is
attached to the star. The crankshaft is cast in one pieoe
‘withthe star an~ runs on two strong ball-bearings, the inner
one located at the end of the crankshaft, the outer one in the
gear-case. On this shaft, the fixed central wheel of the gear
rests on two ball-bearings, and it is this artifice alone which
enables the propeller to be!driven by the star. 8pecial care
had been bestowed on the location and setting of the star-wheels,
which attain an extremely high number of revolutions. Each of
them revolves on two double ball-bearings, which are filled with
balls and thus work without cages, experience having shown that
ball-cages are not capable of-withstandingthe stress brought
to bear upon them during flight. The bearings are lubricated
from the interior by oil flowing frc.mthe crankshaft cavity.
When mounting, the star-wheels can be laid in a regular line
along their respective notched discs by turning the cones, which
are slightly eccentrically turned; by this means, the periph-
eral forces are evetiy distributed over several teeth. The .
double bearing built into the front end of the crankshaft pre-
vents longitudinal displacement of”the crankshaft at the gear,
BY means of the projecting hexagonal edge; the gear can easily
be taken down.

In a newer type of the valve, the regulating lever of the
fixed gear wheel (which lever hangs downwards), and one of.the
ball bearings are dispensed with by the direct transfer of the
rotational.moment of the fixed wheel to the front flange and to
the gear box through a rotary coupling.

The propeller is attached to an auxiliary flange by the us-
ual hub and short bolt, and the flange is secured to the ball-end
of the rear shaft by a key.

— —
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